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Choose one of the options below 

**Color choices and flakes are available to choose from the standard options in the Polly Shell color line.

Our solid color option is a great choice to give your garage floor an even and clean look. 
The process includes:

 Grinding the entire floor with a walk behind grinder 
 and then hand grinding the areas along the edges of the floor.

 Filling any necessary cracks in the floor with an epoxy filler that will help 
 prevent the new epoxy from cracking.

 Washing the entire floor to clean up any small dust residue before 
 lastly applying 2 coats of Polly Shell 7000 with the color of your choice**.

This epoxy option will give your garage floor a brand-new look and will make it easy to clean. 

OPTION 1  - SOLID COLOR

Our sparse chip package is one of our most popular choices due to the updated look 
and durability it gives to the garage floor. The process includes:

 Grinding the entire floor to ensure proper adhesion, filling any 
 cracks as necessary, and acetone washing the entire floor.

 After that we apply Polly Shell 7000 epoxy with the color of your 
 choice and color of chips**.

 Lastly, we apply a protective clear coat with Polly Shell 7000 
 which comes in either a satin or gloss finish.

This epoxy option gives your garage a very modern look along with making the floor surface very easy to clean. 

OPTION 2  - SPARSE CHIP

Our full broadcast package is our most popular choice due to the longevity of the floor coating along 
with the vibrant look from the scattered flakes covering the floor. The meticulous prep work includes:

 Grinding the entire floor to ensure proper adhesion, filling any 
 cracks as necessary, and acetone washing the entire floor.

 We first apply Performance Epoxy then completely cover the floor with the 
 color of your choice and color of chips**. The next day we will come back and 
 scrape the floor and clean up all the excessive material.

 Lastly, we will apply 2 topcoats of Polly Shell 7000 in either a gloss or satin finish.

This epoxy floor option gives your garage a clean, sleek look to it along with giving exceptional durability and washability.

OPTION 3  - FULL BROADCAST


